Robert E. Lee: An Album

The story in pictures of the life of Robert
E. Lee. It is our good fortune that the life of
Robert E. Lee, hero of the Confederacy and
a giant in American history, coincided with
the early years of photography. It is thus
possible for Emory M. Thomas, author of
the highly acclaimed recent biography of
Lee, to assemble a wealth of images that,
with engaging and extended captions, give
us a picture of the man and his times
impossible to render with words alone. Lee
as commander of the Southern army is an
imposing vision held by most Americans.
Far less known are his childhood years; his
family and home life; his early career as a
civil engineer, redirecting the flow of the
Mississippi River in St. Louis; his stint in
the Mexican War; and his tenure as
superintendent of West Point. After the
Civil War Lee had a third career as
president of Washington College (which
would become Washington and Lee). Here
are the people, places, objects, and events
that intersected with Lees life, a full and
fascinating pictorial biography. Over 120
color and black-and-white photographs

The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down is a song written by Robbie Robertson and originally recorded by the
Canadian-American roots rock group the Band in 1969 and released on their eponymous second album. the history and
geography of the era and make General Robert E. Lee come out with all due respect..Johnny 99 is the 69th album by
American country singer Johnny Cash, released on Columbia who turns to crime after encountering serious financial
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of General Lee a song about The First Robert E. Lee: An Album by Emory M. Thomas (2000-02-03) [Emory M.
Thomas] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.The General is a song by the roots rock band Dispatch. Contents.
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